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Abstract
Consider that we have multiple sources (e.g., experts) providing information (or
even knowledge models) on some situation. Furthermore, we wish to aggregate
this information in order to assist in decision-making. The immediate problem
we run into is that the sources likely disagree on even simple things like the
probability (uncertainty) of a target event. Even worse, they disagree on the
direction of causality between two events (e.g., one thinks A causes B while
another thinks B causes A); the experts may even disagree on the entire structure
of dependencies among a set of variables in a (probabilistic) network. The
challenge here is to develop a semantically sound and computationally effective
methodology that explicitly accounts for the uncertainty and conflicts. In
addition, our solution must also preserve the original source knowledge and
allow for easy aggregation and de-aggregation. Ultimately, it must be fully
analyzable in order to provide a sound explanation for any decisions made with
respect to the fused knowledge. The problem of fusing multiple conflicting
sources occurs in many domains from sensor/information fusion to intelligence
analyses. An important task of modeling complex social behaviors is to observe
and understand individual/group beliefs and attitudes. These beliefs, however,
are not stable and may change multiple times as people gain additional
information/perceptions from various external sources, which in turn, may affect
their subsequent behavior. Using fusion, we present a novel approach that
models the belief change over time caused by hidden sources, taking into
consideration the evolution of their impact patterns. This model allows for
detection and tracking of hidden source opinion changes.
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